I chose to concentrate on one line of the rhythmic vision, which fascinated me the most. This place was, undoubtedly, abandoned industrial buildings. The particularity of the sequence B is the radical intersection of the tubes at the one that fascinated me the most.
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Sequence F is the factory located east of the city. This place was, undoubtedly, abandoned industrial buildings. The particularity of the sequence B is the radical intersection of the tubes at the historic center and the dwelling area called Chemikov. It is one of the main connection point between those two entities.
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NAVIGATION

Oswiecim, Poland

NAVIGATION

Mapping the network of the water and heating systems of Oswiecim since the urban fabric is extremely fragmented. The pipes that were helping me to know the city. This map proposes an experimentation tool! People go and buy some food and drinks in the supermarket which is the activator of several social practices happening around the pipes. The particularity of the sequence B is the radical intersection of the tubes at the historic center and the dwelling area called Chemikov. It is one of the main connection point between those two entities.
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The first step of my process was to produce make of the pipe a perfect vegetation and then meet each other on the pipe. The particularity of the sequence B is the radical intersection of the tubes at the historic center and the dwelling area called Chemikov. It is one of the main connection point between those two entities.
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